
How the game is 
changing in sales
And how Sales Navigator can help you win now 



Billy Beane 
and Moneyball



Knute Rockne and 
the forward pass



Stephen Curry 
and the 
3-point shot



Right now the game 
is changing in sales, 
too
• Buyers know all about our 

products and our competitors.
• Buyers are working remotely and 

are difficult to meet face to face.
• Sellers have more technology and 

more data.



State of Sales
An annual global report from 
LinkedIn: 

• 14,000 surveys of buyers 

and sellers in 11 countries

• 750 buyers and 750 sellers 

in the US/Canada



55% of buyers in US/Canada 
say working remotely has 
made the buying process 

easier. 

The pandemic has changed buying forever. 
Virtual selling is here to stay.



91%
of sellers at large companies 

(1000+ employees) use sales 

technology at least once a week.

Sellers have adapted 
with technology and data. 



Top Performers do 
things differently 
and are paving a 
path forward for the 
entire sales sector. 



Here’s what top 
performers — by a large 
margin — did differently 
than their peers.
• They research prospects “all the time.”

• They use sales tech more often.

• They put the buyer first. 

• They trust marketing. 

• They use LinkedIn and sales intelligence more 
often.



82% of top performers 
research prospects “all the 

time” before conducting 
outreach. Less than 50% of 
other sellers do the same.

Top Performers do research.



80%
of top performers use sales tech 
once a week or more. Just 58% of 
average sellers use sales tech at the 
same rate.

Top performers 
use sales tech more often.



70% of top performers say 
their marketing leads are 

“excellent.” For other cohorts, 
it’s only 43%.

Top Performers trust marketing. 



Top performers use 
LinkedIn and sales 
intelligence more 
often.

37%
Top performers are 37% more likely than other sellers to 
say they plan to use LinkedIn Sales Navigator and other 
sales intelligence tools “significantly more” this year.



“To be honest, I don’t know how sellers 
sell without using LinkedIn. It is a 
necessary step in scoping internal 

buyers, titles, and backgrounds for a 
more personalized buying and selling 

experience.”
Michelle Benfer, 

SVP of Sales, The Americas, HubSpot



“LinkedIn is the native habitat of high-
performing reps. LinkedIn is an ideal venue 

for reps to share their hard-won insights 
and information that helps people –

including their target customers – do their 
jobs better.”

Manny Medina,
CEO and cofounder, Outreach



70%
of top performers  say they 
“always” put the buyer first. Of 
those who only met quota it’s 
39%. 

Top performers put the buyer 
first.



What do top performers do 
differently? They practice learned 
behaviors.
The inescapable conclusion: 
Great sellers are made, not born. 



How Sales Navigator 
can help your build a 
team of top 
performers. 



86%
of sellers say they’ve lost a deal 
or had one delayed in the past 
year due to a buyer changing 
roles.

Data Validation allows you to maintain 
accurate CRM data, and monitor when 
contacts no longer work at the 
company, before you reach out to 
them.

Almost half of sellers say their biggest 
challenge is incomplete data, and with 
Data Validation you can have cleaner 
data to work with.

Data Validation*

*Integration works with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Sales and Salesforce

*Data Validation is only available for Advanced Plus contracts with CRM Sync enabled



85%
of sellers say understanding 
buyer intent is important or very 
important. Sellers identified 
Sales Navigator as the most 
useful tech for understanding 
buyer intent.

Account Buyer Interest lets you know when 
an account is visiting your company page on 
LinkedIn, engaging with ads, and accepting 
InMails. 

Buyer Interest 
Alerts*

*Buyer Interest alerts are available for Advanced and Advanced Plus only



Saved Lead and 
Account Alerts
Lead alerts enables you to keep track 
of career changes, lead engagement, 
lead news, lead shares, and suggested 
leads across your book of business.

Account alerts enables you see account 
growth, buyer interest, new decision 
makers, account news, account 
updates, suggested leads and account 
risk(s) across your book of business.



Account Maps
See how your accounts are structured, who 
you have contacted, and who you should reach 
out to. Contacts are recommended based on 
your previously closed-won opportunities, as 
well as LinkedIn data.

Top Performers multi-thread their accounts, 
and with account maps you can find the 
person that you should add to your 
conversation, to help prevent your deals from 
getting stalled out.



SmartLinks
Presentations

SmartLinks are micro-landing pages that let you 
package and share up to 15 PDFs and website 
links with buyers that you can share via email, 
InMails, LinkedIn posts, and more.

Get alerts when someone opens it, telling you 
who opened it, how long they opened it, and 
which parts they clicked.

*SmartLinks are available for Advanced and Advanced Plus only



Gong 
Integration*

Leverage the power of LinkedIn 
Embedded Profiles directly on Gong.

Gather real time insights to help you 
understand the best approach for 
closing the deal.

*To access the Gong Integration you need to be an Advanced or Advanced Plus member



Products on 
Profiles (coming 
soon)
Add products you’ve sold to the 
experience section of your profile. 
They will link directly to your 
company’s product page.

Currently in early pilot and will 
become generally available over 
the coming months. Stay tuned 
for more!



Thank you



USE YOUR SALES 
INTELLIGENCE!

Top Performers are leading the way 
with their smart use of sales 
intelligence. 



Other Notable Features
InMail 

You can send InMails to anyone on LinkedIn, whether you are connected to them or 

not. InMails have higher reply rates than traditional email, so get your message out 

there.  

Sales Engagement Platform Integrations

Sales Navigator integrates with a variety of different sales engagement platforms 

like Groove, Hubspot, MixMax, Outreach.Io, Salesloft, and Yesware.

Sales Navigator Community 

The newly enhanced Sales Navigator Community gives customers exclusive access 

to conversations with other users around virtual selling, best practices and more!



Sales is in crisis. Many sellers 
have abused the sales tech 
stack. They use sales tech to 
spam buyers more efficiently 
(but not more effectively).
HubSpot data found that sales teams boosted their email to prospects by 50% at the 

start of the pandemic. At the same time, response rates from buyers dropped to an 

all-time low.


